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I have considered this claim for registration against each of the conditions contained in ss 190B and 190C of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth).
For the reasons attached, I am satisfied that each of the conditions contained in ss 190B and 190C are met. I accept this claim for registration pursuant to s 190A of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth).

Date of decision:	11 February 2015

___________________________________

Lisa Jowett
Delegate of the Native Title Registrar pursuant to sections 190, 190A, 190B, 190C, 190D of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) under an instrument of delegation dated 8 August 2014 and made pursuant to s 99 of the Act. 

Reasons for decision
Introduction
This document sets out my reasons, as the delegate of the Native Title Registrar (the Registrar), for the decision to accept the Butchulla Land and Sea Claim #2 claim for registration pursuant to s 190A of the Act All references in these reasons to legislative sections refer to the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) which I shall call ‘the Act’, as in force on the day this decision is made, unless otherwise specified. Please refer to the Act for the exact wording of each condition. . 
On 25 September 2014 the applicant filed an amended application in accordance with leave granted by the Federal Court of Australia (the Court) on 11 September 2014. The Registrar of the Court gave a copy of the amended Butchulla Land and Sea Claim #2 native title determination application (QUD288/09) to the Native Title Registrar (the Registrar) on 26 September 2014 pursuant to s 64(4) of the Act. This has triggered the Registrar’s duty to consider the claim made in the application for registration in accordance with s 190A: see subsection 190A(1). 
Registration test
Sections 190A(1A), (6), (6A) and (6B) set out the decisions available to the Registrar under s 190A. Subsection 190A(1A) provides for exemption from the registration test for certain amended applications and s 190A(6A) provides that the Registrar must accept a claim (in an amended application) when it meets certain conditions. Section 190A(6) provides that the Registrar must accept the claim for registration if it satisfies all of the conditions of s 190B (which deals mainly with the merits of the claim) and s 190C (which deals with procedural and other matters). Section 190A(6B) provides that the Registrar must not accept the claim for registration if it does not satisfy all of the conditions of ss 190B and 190C. 
	I am satisfied that neither subsection 190A(1A) nor subsection 190A(6A) apply to the claim made in this amended application. The granting of leave by the Court to amend the application was not made pursuant to s 87A, and thus the circumstance described in s 190A(1A) does not arise. The amendments to the application include a change to Schedule A (description of the native title claim group) that is not of a type contemplated in s 190A(6A) and does not therefore meet the requirements of that condition.
	Therefore, I have considered the claim made in the amended application in accordance with s 190A. I have reached the view that the claim satisfies all of the conditions in ss 190B and 190C and, pursuant to s 190A(6), the claim in the amended application must be accepted for registration. This document sets out my reasons, as the delegate of the Registrar, for my decision to accept the claim for registration pursuant to s 190A of the Act. 
Application overview and background
The Butchulla Land and Sea Claim #2 native title determination application was first made on 27 November 2009 and last amended on 3 June 2010. A Registrar’s delegate considered for registration the claim made in that application and placed it on the Register of Native Title Claims (the Register) on 30 June 2010 having decided that the claim satisfied all of the conditions of ss 190B and 190C of the Act.
The area covered by the application is the land and waters to the high water mark that surround Fraser Island and the land and waters of the adjoining coastline on the mainland from Burrum Heads in the north to Double Point in the south and inland roughly just beyond Maryborough. A separate Butchulla People claim made over Fraser Island was determined by the Court on 24 October 2014.
Information considered when making the decision
Section 190A(3) sets out the information to which the Registrar must have regard in considering a claim under s 190A and provides that the Registrar ‘may have regard to such other information as he or she considers appropriate’. The following sets out the information I have considered in relation to this application for the purposes of my registration decision.
Subsection 190A(3)(a): Application and other documents provided by the applicant
As required by s 190A(3)(a), I have had regard to information in the amended application, including the following attachments:
·	Attachment B to Schedule B – being a description of the area covered by the application;
·	Attachment C to Schedule C – being a map of the area covered by the application;
·	Attachment F to Schedule F – being a general description of the factual basis for the claim said to be based upon and extracted from the preliminary research conducted by Dr Frank McKeown;
·	Butchulla People #2 and Butchulla Land & Sea Claim #2 Application Report by Dr Frank McKeown, 8 September 2009, annexed to an affidavit (dated 27 November 2009) by the then Principal Legal Officer of Queensland South Native Title Services (QSNTS);
·	Attachment M to Schedule M – being details of traditional physical connection said to be based upon and extracted from preliminary research conducted by Dr Frank McKeown and the affidavit of Malcolm Burns affirmed 18 November 2009; and
·	Attachment R to Schedule R – being the certification of the amended application by QSNTS, dated 15 August 2014.
	The applicant has not provided any additional material for the purposes of my consideration under s 190A.

Subsection 190A(3)(b): Searches conducted by the Registrar of State/Commonwealth interest registers
I note that there is no information before me of the kind identified in s 190A(3)(b). 
Subsection 190A(3)(c): Information supplied by Commonwealth/State
The State of Queensland has not provided any submissions in relation to the application of the registration test of this amended application.
Section 190A(3): other information to which Registrar considers it appropriate to have regard
I consider it appropriate to have regard to the previous delegate’s statement of reasons for the registration decision (dated 30 June 2010) for the amended application of 3 June 2010. 
	I have also considered information contained in an overlap analysis and geospatial assessment by the Tribunal’s Geospatial Services dated 2 October 2014 (the geospatial report).

Merit conditions: s 190B
Subsection 190B(2)
Identification of area subject to native title
The Registrar must be satisfied that the information and map contained in the application as required by ss 62(2)(a) and (b) are sufficient for it to be said with reasonable certainty whether native title rights and interests are claimed in relation to particular land or waters
	In assessing the current application against s 190B(2), I am required to be satisfied that the information provided by the applicant for the purposes of ss 62(2)(a) and 62(2)(b) is sufficient for the particular land and waters, over which native title rights and interests are claimed, to be identified with reasonable certainty. In reaching the required level of satisfaction, it is to the terms of the application itself that I am to direct my attention—Attorney General of Northern Territory v Doepel (2003) 133 FCR 112 (Doepel) at [16] and [122].

Description of the area covered by the application
Schedule B refers to Attachment B, which describes the application area in a metes and bounds description referring to the High Water Mark, watercourses, roads, and coordinate points to six (6) decimal places referencing the Geocentric Datum of Australia 1994 (GDA94). Attachment B specifically excludes Fraser Island above the High Water Mark and native title determination application QUD6026/2001 Port Curtis Coral Coast (QC2001/029). Schedule B also lists general exclusions.
Schedule C refers to Attachment C, which is a colour copy of an A3 colour map entitled “Butchulla Land and Sea Claim #2”, prepared by the Tribunal’s Geospatial Service on 19 May 2009. The map includes:
·	the application area depicted by a bold outline, with a stippled fill;
·	background topographic image;
·	scalebar, northpoint, coordinate grid, and legend; and
·	notes relating to the source, currency and datum of data used to prepare the map.
Consideration
The information in relation to the external boundaries of the area covered by the application allows me to identify the location of those boundaries on the surface of the earth. The specific exclusions (noted above) provide added certainty to the identification of the boundaries. The general exclusion statements used to describe other areas not covered by the application are, in my view, sufficient to offer an objective mechanism by which to identify areas that would fall within the categories described.
The geospatial report confirms that the area covered by the application has not been amended. It also makes the assessment that the description and the map are consistent such that the area covered by the application is readily identifiable. I agree with that assessment. I am therefore satisfied that the external boundary is identifiable and, along with the general and specific exclusions that set the internal boundary, that it can be said with reasonable certainty whether native title rights and interests are claimed in relation to particular land or waters.
The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(2).
Subsection 190B(3)
Identification of the native title claim group
The Registrar must be satisfied that:
	the persons in the native title claim group are named in the application, or

the persons in that group are described sufficiently clearly so that it can be ascertained whether any particular person is in that group.
	Schedule A of the application does not name the persons in the native title claim group but contains a description of that group, being the basis for its composition. It is therefore necessary to consider whether the application satisfies the requirements of s 190B(3)(b).

I note the comments of Mansfield J in Doepel that the focus of s 190B(3)(b):
·	is whether the application enables the reliable identification of persons in the native title claim group—at [51]; and is
·	not on ‘the correctness of the description . . . but upon its adequacy so that the members [sic] of any particular person in the identified native title claim group can be ascertained’—at [37].
	Carr J in State of Western Australia v Native Title Registrar (1999) 95 FCR 93 (Western Australia v Native Title Registrar) was of the view that ‘it may be necessary, on occasions, to engage in some factual inquiry when ascertaining whether any particular person is in the group as described. But that does not mean that the group has not been described sufficiently’—at [67].

The description of the native title claim group at Schedule A is as follows:
The native title claim group (hereafter the ‘claim group’) on whose behalf the claim is made is the Butchulla People.
The Butchulla People are the biological descendants of the following people:
1. Father / Mother of Gracie and Maudie Daramboi;
2. Mother of Jessie Aldridge’s mother and Lappy;
3. Mother of Charles Richards;
4. Garry Owens;
5. Annie Morris / Anna Gala nee Morris;
6. Granny Polcus / Jenny Brown;
7. Willy Brown / Mamboo / Namboo;
8. George Gundy;
9. Willy Wondunna;
10. Jack Morris;
11. Mary Ann (mother of Susan Rooney);
12. Roger Bennett;
13. Percy Coulson;
14. Mother of John and Rosie Broome;
15. Mother of Clara, Henry, Percy and Lucy Wheeler
	In my view, the description of the group is capable of being readily understood and is sufficiently clear such that it can be ascertained whether any particular person is in that group. Based on the information provided at Schedule A, I understand that a person will be a member of the native title claim group based on descent through (one or more of) the 15 ancestral lines listed.

I am therefore satisfied that the native title claim group is described sufficiently clearly to enable identification of any particular person in that group. It may be that some factual inquiry is required to ascertain how members of the claim group are descended from the named apical ancestors, but that would not mean that the group had not been sufficiently described. 
The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(3).
Subsection 190B(4)
Native title rights and interests identifiable
The Registrar must be satisfied that the description contained in the application as required by s 62(2)(d) is sufficient to allow the native title rights and interests claimed to be readily identified.
	Section 190B(4) requires the Registrar to be satisfied that the description of the claimed native title rights and interests contained in the application is sufficient to allow the rights and interests to be identified—Doepel at [92]. In Doepel, Mansfield J refers to the Registrar’s consideration:

The Registrar referred to s. 223(1) and to the decision in Ward. He recognised that some claimed rights and interests may not be native title rights and interests as defined. He identified the test of identifiability as being whether the claimed native title rights and interests are understandable and have meaning. There is no criticism of him in that regard—at [99].
	On this basis, for a description to be sufficient to allow the claimed native title rights and interests to be readily identified, it must describe what is claimed in a clear and easily understood manner. Schedule E of the application contains the description of native title rights and interests claimed in relation to the area covered by the application, as required by s 62(2)(d):

Over areas where a claim to exclusive possession can be recognised (such as areas where there
has been no prior extinguishment of native title or where s238, ss47, 47A or 47B apply), the
Butchulla People claim the right to possess, occupy, use and enjoy the lands and waters of the
application area as against the whole world, pursuant to the traditional laws and customs of the claim group.
2. Over areas where a claim to exclusive possession cannot be recognised, the Butchulla People
claim the following rights and interests – the right:
a) to hunt and fish in the area covered by the application in line with traditional laws and
customs;
b) to access and move about on the land and waters;
c) to gather and use natural products on the land;
d) to hold meetings on the area covered by the application;
e) to conduct burials on the area covered by the application;
f) to live on the area covered by the application;
g) to establish residence on the area covered by the application area;
h) to erect shelters and other structures on the area covered by the application;
i) to manufacture materials, artefacts, objects and other products from resources in the area
covered by the application;
j) to dispose of cultural resources taken from, and manufactured items derived from the area
covered by the application, by customary trade, exchange, or gift with other Aboriginal
people;
k) to engage in production, customary trade and other customary economic activities on the
lands as they relate to other Aboriginal people with respect to indigenous cultural
resources;
l) to use the area covered by the application for ceremonial, cultural, social, customary,
religious and traditional purposes;
m) to move about the area covered by the application;
n) to camp on the area covered by the application; and
o) to gather and use natural products (including food, timber, medicinal plants, stone, ochre
and resin) from the area covered by the application, in line with traditional laws and
customs.
3. The native title rights and interests are subject to:
(a) the valid laws of the State of Queensland and the Commonwealth of Australia; and
(b) the rights conferred under those laws
	I am of the view that the native title rights and interests claimed can be ‘properly understood’. There is also ‘no inherent or explicit contradiction’ in the description that prevents me from reaching the level of satisfaction required by s 190B(4)—Doepel at [123]. I am therefore satisfied that the description contained in the application is sufficient to allow the native title rights and interests to be readily identified.

The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(4).
Subsection 190B(5)
Factual basis for claimed native title
The Registrar must be satisfied that the factual basis on which it is asserted that the native title rights and interests claimed exist is sufficient to support the assertion. In particular, the factual basis must support the following assertions:
	that the native title claim group have, and the predecessors of those persons had, an association with the area, and

that there exist traditional laws acknowledged by, and traditional customs observed by, the native title claim group that give rise to the claim to native title rights and interest, and
that the native title claim group have continued to hold the native title in accordance with those traditional laws and customs
	I consider each of the three assertions set out in the three paragraphs of s 190B(5) in turn in my reasons below.

Introduction
For the application to meet this merit condition, I must be satisfied that a sufficient factual basis is provided to support the assertion that the claimed native title rights and interests exist and to support the particularised assertions in paragraphs (a) to (c) of s 190B(5). In Doepel (and this was approved by the Full Court in Gudjala People #2 v Native Title Registrar [2008] FCAFC 157 (Gudjala FC) at [82] to [85]), Mansfield J stated that:
Section 190B(5) is carefully expressed. It requires the Registrar to consider whether the `factual basis on which it is asserted’ that the claimed native title rights and interests exist `is sufficient to support the assertion’. That requires the Registrar to address the quality of the asserted factual basis for those claimed rights and interests; but only in the sense of ensuring that, if they are true, they can support the existence of those claimed rights and interests. In other words, the Registrar is required to determine whether the asserted facts can support the claimed conclusions. The role is not to test whether the asserted facts will or may be proved at the hearing, or to assess the strength of the evidence which may ultimately be adduced to establish the asserted facts—at [17].
	The decisions of Dowsett J in Gudjala People # 2 v Native Title Registrar [2007] FCA 1167 (Gudjala 2007) and Gudjala People #2 v Native Title Registrar [2009] FCA 1572 (Gudjala 2009) also give specific content to each of the elements of the test at ss 190B(5)(a) to (c). The Full Court in Gudjala FC, did not criticise generally the approach that Dowsett J took in relation to these elements in Gudjala 2007, including his assessment of what was required within the factual basis to support each of the assertions at s 190B(5). His approach in Gudjala 2009 was consistent with the approach he took in Gudjala 2007.

Arising from these decisions are clear principles which guide the Registrar when assessing the sufficiency of a claim’s factual basis. In summary, they are: 
·	the applicant is not required ‘to provide anything more than a general description of the factual basis’—Gudjala FC at [92].
·	the nature of the material provided need not be of the type that would prove the asserted facts—Gudjala FC at [92].
·	the Registrar is not to consider or deliberate upon the accuracy of the information/facts asserted—Doepel at [47]. 
	In my view, the test in s 190A involves an administrative decision—it is not a trial or hearing of a determination of native title pursuant to s 225, and therefore it is not appropriate to apply the standards of proof that would be required at such a trial or hearing. It is not the task of the delegate to make findings about whether or not the claimed native title rights and interests exist. Nor is it the role of the delegate to reach definitive conclusions about complex anthropological issues pertaining to the native title claim group’s relationship with its country as that is a judicial enquiry.

Consideration of the previous delegate’s statement of reasons for decision
I am of the view that it is appropriate that I have regard to the previous delegate’s statement of reasons for decision dated 30 June 2010, accepting for registration the claim in the application as it was then amended, and specifically the reasons she provided for the factual basis condition. In my view the reasons provided by the delegate remain relevant and applicable because the current amended application relies on the same material relied on by the 2010 amended application – principally the affidavit of Mr Malcolm Burns and the report by Dr McKeown. The only material difference between the 2010 application and the one now before me for consideration is a change to the description of the native title claim group. I deal with this below.
I have read the 2009 affidavit of Mr Burns and the report by Dr McKeown and considered the entirety of the current amended application against the requirements for the provision of a sufficient factual basis. I have read the previous delegate’s statement of reasons and formed the view that I agree with her summaries of the material and her assessment, reasoning and conclusions in respect of the three assertions for the factual basis condition. It is on this basis that I have decided to adopt the previous delegate’s summaries of the material where I consider them applicable to the application because the same facts and law apply. Further, I have adopted the reasons of the previous delegate where I reach the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusions.
Composition of the native title claim group
In this amended application, the description of the native title claim group has undergone some adjustment, namely, the refining of the identity of one of the apical ancestors and the addition of a further descent line:
From: Mother of Lappy	To: Mother of Jessie Aldridge’s mother and Lappy
Additional:		Mother of Clara, Henry, Percy and Lucy Wheeler
	I understand the first to refer to the mother of Lappy and her sister, thus giving the descent line some greater specificity but not inherently changing its description. It is explained at Attachment F and in Dr McKeown’s report that Lappy and her older sister (who is unnamed) were the Aboriginal wives of a prominent squatter in the Wide Bay district (Fraser Island, Hervey Bay and Maryborough). Jessie Aldridge (born in the application area at Tiaro in 1870) is the daughter of Lappy’s sister. Descendants of this descent line include a great granddaughter and a great great grandson of Jessie Aldridge, members of the native title claim group prior to the current change to its description.

The origin of the additional descent line is also explained – the union of a non-Aboriginal man and an unnamed Aboriginal woman from Fraser Island in the mid/late 1880s resulted in 4 children born in the area covered by the application between 1880 and 1889. Their mother is said to be a Fraser Island woman who lived on country, on Stewart Island, at the bottom end of the Great Sandy Straits (then part of Fraser Island).Their descendents, the Wheeler family, are members of the current native title claim group and are said to have occupied, used and accessed the length and breadth of Butchulla traditional country (including sea country) in the Wide Bay / Fraser Coast regions as well as Fraser Island for their livelihoods and sustenance, continuing to do so today.
I have considered this refinement of the composition of the Butchulla People claim group and the extent that the factual basis continues to support the asserted existence of the native title rights and interests claimed in the application by the native title claim group. In my view, the effect of this refinement does not create a further impost on the claim’s factual basis in order for it to meet the requirements of s 190B(5). I am not required to be satisfied that each and every apical ancestor had an association with the area of the application, and consequently that all members of the native title claim group now have an association at all times. What is required is for the factual basis material to evidence an association between the whole group and the area and an association between the predecessors of the whole group and the area over the period since sovereignty—Gudjala 2007 at [52]. I am of the view that the factual basis material sufficiently identifies the Indigenous society that is asserted to have existed at the time of sovereignty, or first European contact, in the area covered by the application. In this sense, it is not my task to ensure that each and every apical ancestor identified in the description of the native title claim group was a member of that society, those persons are simply used to define the claim group—Gudjala 2007 at [66].
I consider each of the three assertions set out in the three paragraphs of s 190B(5) in turn in my reasons below. Where I have considered it relevant and appropriate to adopt the summaries of the material made by the previous delegate (of 30 June 2010), I have set them out.
Reasons for s 190B(5)(a)
This subsection requires that I be satisfied that the factual basis is sufficient to support the assertion that the native title claim group has, and its predecessors had, an association with the area of the application. It is not necessary for the factual basis to support an assertion that all members of the native title claim group have an association with the area all of the time. However, it is necessary that the material before the Registrar shows cumulatively an association between the whole group and the whole area of the claim—Gudjala 2007 at [51] and [52]. Further, Dowsett J also observed:
Similarly, there must be evidence as to such an association between the predecessors of the whole group and the area over the period since sovereignty—at [52].
	Attachment F provides a summary of the research and evidence conducted in relation to the application area and the Butchulla People. It is stated that research establishes the presence on, association with and occupation by Aboriginal people of Fraser Island, Woody Island, the Great Sandy Strait and Hervey Bay Marine Park areas, the adjoining coastline on the mainland from Burrum Heads in the north as far south as Double Point, extending inland to Mt Bauple, downstream of the Mary River to Maryborough, and northward to include Howard and the Burrum River’—at p. 19. Dr McKeown’s report deals extensively with the previous and current association of the native title claim group with the area covered by the application.

The previous delegate set out a summary of the factual basis provided in support of the association condition as follows:
Attachment F and the McKeown report outline various archaeological activities undertaken on the coast of Fraser Island since the 1970s. While Fraser Island, above the High Water Mark, is not within the claim area, it is said that it is within the traditional' country' of Butchulla people. The application asserts that observations and conclusions of these archaeological investigations provide baseline data and carbon datings for significant sites and implements found within the current application area.
The application states that various archaeological investigations establish:
	the presence and occupation of Aboriginal people on Woody Island, the Great Sandy Strait and Hervey Bay Marine Park areas, the adjoining coastline on the mainland from Burrum Heads in the north as far south as Double Point, extending inland to Mt Bauple, downstream of the Mary River to Maryborough, and northward to include Howard and the Burrum River; and

that the Aboriginal occupants of this area had a heavy reliance on marine resources.
The McKeown report provides information that the term Butchulla or one of its variants (Badjela, Badtala, Baltelas, Batala, Batellas, Baqala, Batyala, Buchellar, Buchowlar, Butchowla and Patyala) has been consistently used over a period of approximately 140 years, since 1842, to refer to the traditional Aboriginal language of the application area as well as its occupants. Table 1of the McKeown report provides a summary of 'the Aboriginal terms/names recorded in the ethno historical literature that were used to identify the traditional Aboriginal occupants of the claim area'.
Information is provided within the application that 'Fraser Islanders', which is said to refer to Butchulla people, engaged in a seasonal migration pattern spending winter months on Fraser Island and summer months on mainland Australia.
The application provides information regarding significant cultural sites within the application area. This includes a rock in the sea of Fraser Island which was 'known as the home of the "little man" who has power over things of the sea'. There is also information regarding Butchulla people continuing to protect sites of significance and Butchulla country more broadly in the application area.
Information is provided regarding Butchulla people's association with the application area by reference to their ability to exclude or limit the access of non-Butchulla people to the application area. The McKeown report cites earlier anthropological works which state that there was "direct evidence ... demonstrating that the act of trespass, onto 'tribal' territory by non 'tribal' members, was a common and major source of inter-tribal' conflict". Dr. McKeown opines that this demonstrates that Butchulla was a significant group for the purpose of holding land within the application area. Further historical sources are provided by Dr. McKeown, which describe that members of 'tribal' groups would wait until they were invited into camps which were outside their 'tribal territory'.
Interactions between early settlers in the Maryborough area, which is within the application area, and Aboriginal people occupying that area were hostile and involved 'persistent attacks' by Aboriginal occupants of newly-settled areas. Information is provided in the application that during this period, the Aboriginal occupants would travel between the mainland and Fraser Island either to avoid violent engagements with the Native Police or otherwise to use Fraser Island as a 'natural fortress'.
The McKeown report, at pages 38-55 (inclusive), provides an outline of the association of each apical ancestor with the application area, and the ongoing association of a number of their descendants with the area. Pages 7-11 of Attachment F also provide an outline of the association of some of the identified apical ancestors, and their descendants with the application area. These outlines specify the presence of claim group members of varying generational levels throughout Fraser Island, the islands in the Great Sandy Strait between Fraser Island and Urangan on the mainland, Hervey Bay, Urangan, Pialba, and Tiaro. Other than Fraser Island, these areas are within the claim area.
The McKeown report states that the present day members of the claim group are commonly identified by reference to named families, who in tum are descent groups of the identified apical ancestors. These families are identified as including: [Family 1 - name deleted], [Family 2 - name deleted], [Family 3 - name deleted], [Family 4 - name deleted], [Family 5 - name deleted], [Family 6 - name deleted], [Family 7 - name deleted], [Family 8 - name deleted], [Family 9 - name deleted], [Family 10 - name deleted], [Family 11 - name deleted], [Family 12 - name deleted], [Family 13 - name deleted], [Family 14 - name deleted] and [Family 15 - name deleted]. The application provides information about members of these families and their association with the claim area.
Such information includes families who reside within the application area and information of claim group members accessing various locations within the claim area for varying purposes, including fishing, hunting, camping, collecting 'bush tucker' and providing access to non Butchulla people wishing to take natural resources from the application area.
Information is also provided about numerous generational levels of claim group members passing on stories, songs and dances to younger Butchulla people. The breadth of this information includes named applicants receiving these stories, songs and dances and in turn passing them on to Butchulla people who now teach Butchulla children these stories, songs and dances today. These stories, songs and dances are said to be similar or comparable with title deeds to the land and waters of Butchulla country, including the claim area.
In his affidavit, Malcolm Burns deposes a number of matters, including:
	That he had been told by his 'Nanna', who had been told by her father, that Mr. Burns' traditional country is all of Fraser Island, all Hervey Bay, up to Burrum River, right around to Maryborough, all around to Tiara, Rainbow Beach and right near Cooloola (at [16]);

That Mr. Burns' uncles would take him and other Butchulla boys to Round and Woody Islands, which they would access by rowing there, and hunt for various animals (at [23]);
That Mr. Burns' son is fluent in Butchulla language and dances at a cultural centre at Scrub Hill as well as teaching Butchulla children these dances (at [44])—at pp. 30 to 33.
	Attachment F to the application before me includes details regarding the previous and current association of people connected to the additional descent line – as noted above in my discussion of the composition of the claim group.

Consideration
In Gudjala 2007 Justice Dowsett considered that in assessing the factual basis material, it was necessary for the Registrar to address ‘the relationship which all the members claim to have in common in connection with the relevant land’—at [40]. Further to this, the facts alleged must ‘support the claim that the identified claim group (and not some other group) held the identified rights and interests (and not some other rights and interests)’—at [39]. The factual basis material should therefore provide information that pertains to the identity of the native title claim group, the predecessors of the group and the nature of their association with the area of the application.
In my view, the previous delegate’s summary of the factual basis material for the claim as it was then amended is both clear and accurate and I consider that the material is sufficient to demonstrate the association of members of the claim group and its predecessors. It is clear to me on my reading of the material that there is a clear link between the current claim group’s and its predecessors’ association with the application area to be found in the application and Dr McKeown’s report. The information demonstrates the claim group’s connection to the land and waters of the application area through descent affiliation to that area. In this way it is clear that this current association has its origins in the preceding generations’ association with the area.
For these reasons I am satisfied that the native title claim group has and its predecessors had an association with the area.
Reasons for s 190B(5)(b)
This subsection requires that I be satisfied that the material before me provides a sufficient factual basis for the assertion that there exist traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed by the native title claim group and that these give rise to the native title rights and interests it claims.
Justice Dowsett considered the requirements of s 190B(5) for a second time in Gudjala 2009 when he addressed the adequacy of the factual basis underlying an applicant’s claim. Relevant to assessing the application’s assertions in relation to s 190B(5)(b), in Dowsett J’s view, there is a requirement for factual details concerning the pre-sovereignty society and its laws and customs relating to land and waters—at [29]. Therefore, the factual basis for the claim is required to address whether or not the relevant traditional laws and customs that give rise to the claim to native title rights and interests have their origin in a pre-sovereignty, normative system with a substantially continuous existence and vitality since sovereignty. This is the proposition that emerged from the High Court’s decision in Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria [2002] HCA 58; (2002) 214 CLR 422 (Yorta Yorta), and was relied on by Dowsett J in his Gudjala 2007 decision—at [26].
In Gudjala 2007, Dowsett J considered that the factual basis materials for this assertion must demonstrate This was not criticised by the Full Court in Gudjala FC (at [71], [72] and [96]).:
·	that the laws and customs currently observed by the claim group have their source in a pre–sovereignty society and have been observed since that time by a continuing society—at [63];
·	the identification of a society of people living according to a system of identifiable laws and customs, having a normative content, which existed at the time of sovereignty—at [65] and see also at [66]; and
·	the link between the claim group described in the application and the area covered by the application, ‘identifying some link between the apical ancestors and any society existing at sovereignty’—at [66]
	In the context of the registration test (and explicitly the task at s 190B(5)(b)), there must be factual material capable of supporting the assertion that there are ‘traditional’ laws and customs acknowledged and observed by the native title claim group, and that they give rise to the claimed native title rights and interests—Gudjala 2007 at [62] and [63].

In my view, there is sufficient factual account in the application and Dr McKeown’s accompanying report to support the proposition, that under the traditional laws and customs of the claim group, there exist rights and interests that relate to the land and waters of the area covered by the application. 
The previous delegate summarised the material before her in relation to the nature of the pre-sovereignty Butchulla society:
The relevant pre-sovereignty society is identified as the Butchulla society. As outlined above, the McKeown report provides a number of historical sources which indicate that the term Butchulla (or one of its variants) has been used consistently since 1842, to refer to Aboriginal persons of Fraser Island and the application area.
Further, the application contains a number of archaeological sources which identifies the presence of Aboriginal people within the application area for as much as 5500 years and ethno-historical sources which record the presence of Aboriginal people within the application area prior to European contact. I have summarised the general content of these sources above.
The application asserts that sustained European contact (first contact) occurred around the mid nineteenth century. The application is directed towards the time of first contact in providing a factual basis which supports the assertion that there was a Butchulla society within the application area at sovereignty. I infer that the applicant is inviting an inference that the circumstances as at the time of first contact were probably the same as the circumstances at the acquisition of sovereignty in 1788. In my view, it is open to me to make such an inference: Gudjala #2—at [30]; Gudjala #2 FC—at [96]6; Gudjala #2 [2009]—at [30] to [32].
The McKeown report provides a number of sources which use terms other than Butchulla in relation to persons within the application area. Of these additional terms, the majority bear the suffix burra/bura/bora/barah/burah/bara/barra. Dr. McKeown opines that these terms refer to residential regional groupings, usually consisting of a small number of extended families who were all members of Butchulla society.
The term Butchulla is said to encapsulate these residential groupings and was used to refer to the language, territory and 'tribe' of the 'traditional Aboriginal occupants of the claim area'. It is said that the Butchulla people were distinctive from other named groups in the region. Such distinction could be seen in the form of a distinct name, language or dialect, unique forms of cicatrisation on both males and females and the placing of a white stick/sin the nasal septum.
The McKeown report provides details on the decision-making processes used by Butchulla people, at or around the time of first contact. These processes were broadly the domain of senior males and females, 'whose authority was heavily circumscribed by [a] complex system of classificatory descent'. An example of this is provided where alliances were formed between families through the promising of an infant female as the bride to the son of another family. Such marriages were nonetheless required to conform to certain rules, which included ensuring marriage between people of different 'sections' or matrimoiety.
The decision-making method employed by Butchulla people at the time of first contact involved a consultative process where no one person or persons had decision making authority. Rather, decisions were made by consultation between senior members of Butchulla who had also consulted with members of their family. The McKeown report also notes that engagement with the land and waters subject to the application was in the context of groups, rather than as individuals. That is, land and its resources were held and enjoyed communally.
Membership to Butchulla society
Membership to this society was open to children whose parent was a member of Butchulla.
There are conflicting accounts referred to in the McKeown report, as to whether membership was traditionally patrifilial, matrifilial or filial (that is birth into the group by either parent). Dr. McKeown concludes that the available material supports an assertion that membership, at or prior to the time of first contact, was open to persons whose mother or father was Butchulla. Dr. McKeown provides, inter alia, the example of [Ancestor 1 - name deleted] and [Ancestor 2 - name deleted] to support this:
	[Ancestor 1 - name deleted] was identified as a Butchulla woman and the wife of apical ancestor George Gundy. [Ancestor 1 - name deleted] was born in 1867 and is recorded as having a Butchulla mother and a non aboriginal father.
	[Ancestor 2 - name deleted] is described as a Butchulla man and the son of [Ancestor 3 - name deleted], daughter of apical ancestors Granny Polcus/Jenny Brown and Willy Brown/Mamboo/Namboo. [Ancestor 2 - name deleted]'s father is recorded as [Person 1 - name deleted], an Aboriginal man from the Babinda area. Ada was born in c.1888. It is not indicated when Clive was born.

According to Dr. McKeown, these examples indicate that at or around the time of first contact, membership to Butchulla society was open to persons whose mother, but not father, was Butchulla. The application also provides a factual basis which supports the assertion that membership was open to persons whose father was a member of Butchulla society.
	The previous delegate reached the following conclusion in relation to the relevant society for the area covered by the Butchulla application:

The application provides a sufficient factual basis which supports the assertion that this law has been passed down between Butchulla generations and has been acknowledged substantially uninterrupted since first contact. The various outlines of the apical ancestors, and their descendants, (referred to above) sufficiently support the assertion that recruitment to Butchulla society has substantially been determined by birth since first contact to the present day. There is nothing to indicate that membership has been open to any person not a biological issue of a Butchulla person.
As is clear from the claim group description at Schedule A of the application, the claim group members today continue to acknowledge this rule of membership. Membership to the claim group is restricted to persons descended from one of the named apical ancestors. The affidavit of Mr. Burns supports this. Mr. Burns deposes that to be a Butchulla person it is necessary to 'have a blood line to country, that is, you are descended from a Butchulla ancestor' (at [16]).
	Based on my reading of the material before me (summarised concisely by the previous delegate as above) I am of the view that the factual basis material supports the proposition that there was a society comprised of the predecessors of the native title claim group acknowledging and observing traditional laws and customs in the area of the application at the time British sovereignty was asserted in Australia in 1788 and at the time of sustained European contact in the early 1800s. The application asserts, and this is illustrated in the material that accompanies it, that this is the society that has continued largely uninterrupted since that time. That is, a society existed at sovereignty in respect of the area covered by the application, comprised of family groups affiliated with particular tracts of country, defined by recognition of laws and customs, and from which the claim group’s current traditional laws and customs are derived (Gudjala 2009 at [66]).

Traditional laws and customs of the native title claim group
The previous delegate summarised the information in Dr McKeown’s report pertaining to totems, protecting country, acknowledgement and transmission of cultural and ceremonial responsibilities. In her view this material provided sufficient support for the the assertion that there exist traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed by the Butchulla native title claim group and that these give rise to the native title rights and interests it claims.
Dr McKeown’s report asserts that the ‘contemporary group adhere to traditional Butchulla law and custom’ in relation to such matters filiation (descent) as the defining principle of landed group membership, to cultural beliefs and practices that relate to responsibilities to protect and care for country and the exploitation of its resources. These are rights, principles and practices that have persisted over several generations (since and prior to European contact and settlement) in relation to the area covered by the application and continue to be adhered to by members of the Butchulla claim group—at 5.2.1.
	The key sections of the previous delegate’s summary are as follows:

Totems are said to be an important feature of Butchulla society which operate to establish social and cultural bonds between Butchulla people. As well as this, a person's totem was seen to have a continuing role upon their death. Written accounts, provided in the application, provided information on the presence of totems within Butchulla society. One account, written in 1904 by [Ancestor 4 - name deleted], the husband of Lappy (whose mother is an apical ancestor), outlines the belief by Butchulla people that they possessed two spirits. According to [Ancestor 4 - name deleted], upon death it was believed that one of these spirits entered the person's other 'self' -their totem. Aldridge also states that a person did not consume their totem as it would have been sacrilege.
The McKeown report provides the account of John Mathew, who observed and recorded information regarding the Butchulla people. Mathew had spent a number of years at Burnett, on mainland Australia, within the general vicinity of the claim area, in the late 1860s and observed Kabi and Butchulla people. Mathew's account, published in 1910, records that totemic descent groups were present in traditional society and present at the time of his observation.
...
Annette Broome, a named applicant, and great-granddaughter of Annie Morris, was interviewed by Dr. McKeown. Ms. Broome recounted an occasion from when she was a young child and her father brought an eel home that he had caught while fishing. Ms. Broome's mother insisted that the eel be immediately taken outside and buried and told her daughter that she was not allowed to touch eels.
[Claimant 1 - name deleted], the nephew of named applicant [Claimant 2 - name deleted], is said to have received his totem 'some time ago' and intended on returning to Fraser Island in September 2009 so that he could introduce his son to country and 'the old people' and so that his son could receive his totem.
The process of children receiving their totemic names continues today in the form of 'naming ceremonies'. In a ceremony occurring in 2008, approximately 40 Butchulla children were taken to Fraser Island by senior Butchulla women. The children were then faced to all parts of the Island so that the 'old people' could meet them and they were given their totemic name.
...
Protection of country is part of Butchulla law and custom and imposes obligations on Butchulla people to ensure that their country, particularly certain areas of cultural significance, is maintained. These sites of significance are often the location of activities of ancestral beings which are celebrated by the claim group. These sites demarcate the interests of Butchulla people within their traditional country from neighbouring groups. The obligation to protect 'country' also extends to, or includes, the resources and animals on Butchulla country.
There are a number of cultural sites within the claim area which are significant areas for Butchulla people and are treated with circumspection. [Claimant 6 - name deleted], a member of the [Family 15 - name deleted] family, wrote in 1967 of the Butchulla cultural hero 'Yindingie' and two sites within Butchulla country, one of which is within the application area, which is associated with Yindingie.
Sacred sites at [Site location 1 – deleted] and [Site location 2 – deleted], on the west coast of Fraser Island, are known as the site for the Rainbow Serpent. The McKeown report cites historical writings from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century which detail the presence of sacred sites relating to ancestral spirits, including the Rainbow Serpent, who was celebrated at areas including [Site location 2 – deleted] (which I infer is a variant of [Site location 2 – deleted]).
The application provides information as to how Butchulla people have protected, and continue to protect, sites and resources within the claim area. Since the 1970s, Butchulla people have engaged with archaeologists, in areas both within and outside of the application area, including participation in the 1975 Fitzgerald Inquiry into sandmining on Fraser Island, in order to ensure the protection of sites and areas of significance from intrusion and damage. [Claimant 3 - name deleted], now deceased, testified at the Fitzgerald Inquiry that [Site location 2 – deleted] was also the site of a bora ring, which was sacred and an area for 'men's business'. The presence and sacredness of this site was attested to by other Butchulla witnesses at the Inquiry.
Mr. Burns' affidavit provides details of certain areas of land and waters being sacred to Butchulla people, including sites to be avoided by women and sites to be avoided by men (at [35] and [38]).
One instance of how protection and acknowledgment of these sites continues today is the participation by Butchulla people in a range of committees, including the Fraser Island Indigenous Advisory Committee, which advises government on matters of significance to Butchulla people in relation to Fraser Island. [Claimant 4 - name deleted], a member of the [Family 15 - name deleted] family, was commissioned by the Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage to report on sites of significance to Butchulla people in the Great Sandy Region.
The need to protect waterways on Fraser Island is important as they are the 'lifeblood of the Butchulla' people. Historically it was the entire group's responsibility to keep waterways clear of debris and to also place dead trees within creeks as a food source for larvae. Today, Butchulla people want to see fishing become more regulated with marine animals being given greater protection.
It is stated that all Fraser Islanders, which is a term referring to Butchulla people, were required to 'ensure continuity of food resources' in various ways. An account of Tennant-Kelly from the 1930s records that hunting would occur in movements from west to east of the Island. Mr Burns's affidavit details that while hunting as a young boy, he would hunt porcupine but 'we would just get one or two porcupines, enough for the family. You would not want to get too many' (at [23]).
...
The relationship, or association, of Butchulla people with their traditional country involves a cultural/religious aspect. Butchulla people possess stories, myths and legends which celebrate the activities of ancestors within the claim area and places of significance in Butchulla country (including the claim area). These stories, myths and legends celebrate the activities of ancestral beings and the locations, often referred to as 'sacred sites', of these activities and are comparable to title deeds.
Information is provided that Butchulla songs and dances which originate from mythological sources are practiced today, as they were historically. Dr. McKeown states that these songs and dances were performed 'in the past' in the 'bora' ground and were a means by which Butchulla people affirmed and transmitted their traditional laws and customs. I understand Dr. McKeown to be indicating that the 'bora' ground is no longer used in performing these dances and songs. Notwithstanding this, the dances and songs continue to be practiced and transmitted.
In 'welcome to country' performances by Butchulla people, dances and songs are performed as part of the welcome ceremony. These dances and songs are also used in the naming ceremonies involving Butchulla children, to which I have referred previously. The McKeown report explains that the performers of these dances and songs today, were taught them by Butchulla people who have now passed away.
The acknowledgment and transmission of Butchulla myths and stories is also addressed in the application. A number of examples are provided of how senior members of the claim group, including a number of the applicants, transmit these stories through art, written word and oral tradition. Information is also provided, in a number of instances, as to how these senior Butchulla people were in turn taught these stories and legends.
In his affidavit Mr. Burns explains that his grandparents would not only tell him these stories but would test him, and others, 'to see how good we were and what we knew' (at [3]). Mr. Burns also details that 'the old people' would tell him stories as they related to sacred sites, including information as to who could and could not go to these areas (at [35]).
	The previous delegate was satisfied that there was a sufficient factual basis to support the assertion that the claim group acknowledge and observe traditional laws and customs which give rise to the claim to native title rights and interests. I have reached the same conclusion and I agree with the basis for these outlined in her reasons. 

Reasons for s 190B(5)(c)
This subsection requires that I be satisfied that there is sufficient factual basis to support the assertion that the native title claim group continues to hold native title in accordance with their traditional laws and customs. In order for the Registrar to be satisfied that there is a factual basis for s 190B(5)(c) there must be some material which addresses those matters outlined by Dowsett J in Gudjala 2007 at [63], [65] and [66] (as summarised above).
The previous delegate referred to the information summarised in her reasons for ss 190B(5)(a) and (b) which, in her view, supported the assertion that the native title claim group continues to hold native title in accordance with their traditional laws and customs. I agree that the information is sufficient to support the assertion. Attachment F and Dr McKeown’s report contain many statements (some of which are summarised above) that assert the continuity of the native title claim group’s traditional laws and customs. Further, Mr Burn’s affidavit illustrates and, in my view, demonstrates that these laws and customs have been passed from generation to generation by traditional modes of oral transmission, teaching and common practice, and continue to be acknowledged and observed today among the current generations of the claim group.
Conclusion
The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(5) because the factual basis provided is sufficient to support each of the particularised assertions in s 190B(5).
Subsection 190B(6)
Prima facie case
The Registrar must consider that, prima facie, at least some of the native title rights and interests claimed in the application can be established.
	For the application to meet this merit condition, I must be satisfied that at least one of the native title rights and interests claimed by the native title group can be established, prima facie. I refer to the comments made by Mansfield J in Doepel about the nature of the test at s 190B(6):

·	it is a prima facie test and ‘if on its face a claim is arguable, whether involving disputed questions of fact or disputed questions of law, it should be accepted on a prima facie basis’—at [135].
·	it involves some ‘measure’ and ‘weighing’ of the factual basis and imposes ‘a more onerous test to be applied to the individual rights and interests claimed’—at [126], [127] and [132]. 
	I have examined the factual basis for the assertion that the claimed native title rights and interests exist against each individual right and interest claimed in the application to determine whether prima facie, they:

·	exist under traditional law and custom in relation to any of the land or waters under claim;
·	are native title rights and interests in relation to land or waters (see chapeau to s 223(1)); and
·	are rights and interests that have not been extinguished over the whole of the application area.
	In my view, as set out above at s 190B(5), the application provides a sufficient factual basis to support the assertion that there exist traditional laws and customs acknowledged and observed by the native title claim group that give rise to the claimed native title rights and interests. 

The claimed native title rights and interests that I consider can be prima facie established are identified in my reasons below.
Consideration
Over areas where a claim to exclusive possession can be recognised (such as areas where there has been no prior extinguishment of native title or where s238, ss47, 47A or 47B apply), the Butchulla People claim the right to possess, occupy, use and enjoy the lands and waters of the application area as against the whole world, pursuant to the traditional laws and customs of the claim group.
The previous delegate was satisfied that this right is prima facie established because it was evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The nature of exclusive possession was considered by the Full Court of the Federal Court in Griffiths v Northern Territory of Australia [2007] FCAFC 178 (Griffiths). In that instance, the Court found a claim to exclusive possession, use or occupation did not require demonstration that a native title claim group could exclude people from their country in a manner analogous to a proprietary right of exclusion. Rather the Court found that:
'The relationship to country is essentially a "spiritual affair" ... The question of exclusivity depends upon the ability of [a native title claim group] to effectively exclude from their country people not of their origin' -at [127].
Such effective exclusion is determinable by reference to the content of traditional law and custom. In the specific facts of Griffiths, the Court found that the traditional laws and customs of the native title holders included spiritual sanction being visited upon unauthorised entrants to country. The Court further found that through the relevant law and custom, the native title holders were the 'gatekeepers' for the purposes of preventing such harm and avoiding injury to country. On this basis the Court found that exclusive possession was held by the native title holders-at [127].
The McKeown report provides historical sources which state that entry onto Butchulla country by neighbouring 'tribes', without permission, was comparable to trespass and was often the source of inter-group conflict. The accounts of hostilities between Butchulla people and early settlers, to which I have referred before, include an instance where 'one tribal chief had the temerity to suggest that the theft of a few sheep was more in order of payment since the sheep were, after all, grazing on Aboriginal land'.
Further accounts are also provided of Butchulla people inviting neighbouring groups onto Fraser Island at regular times of abundance in marine resources.
[Claimant 3 - name deleted] provided testimony before the Inquiry into sandmining on Fraser Island, that while people were able to access the Island for fishing and holidays, it did not mean that they could 'do just as they liked and go where they pleased'.
In his affidavit, Mr. Burns recounts an occasion when non-Butchulla people were seeking permission to take a turtle from Hervey Bay to be used in a feast. These individuals were granted permission by Mr. Burns and another Butchulla individual, [Claimant 5 - name deleted], to catch and take the turtle. These persons were accompanied by Mr. Burns and Mr. McBride to catch the turtle, who also received part of the meat from the turtle and its shell (at [22]).
The granting of permission by Butchulla people to non-Butchulla persons to take natural resources and the indication that entry onto Fraser Island did not permit access to all areas establishes, prima facie, exclusivity in possession, use and occupation according to the laws and customs of Butchulla people.
	I have considered the same material in Dr McKeowan’s report, the information provided in Attachment F to the amended application and that which is attested to in Mr Burn’s affidavit. I agree with the previous delegate’s summary of the material and her assessment, reasoning and conclusions in respect of evidence provided to establish prima facie the right to exclusive possession. I consider the reasons applicable to the application because the same facts and law apply. I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusions.

Over areas where a claim to exclusive possession cannot be recognised, the Butchulla People claim the following rights and interests – the right:
(a) to hunt and fish in the area covered by the application in line with traditional laws and customs;
The previous delegate was satisfied that this right is prima facie established because it was evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application provides multiple examples of people hunting and fishing within the application area. I have referred to some instances of this previously, including the evidence of Mr. Burns. Mr. Burns's affidavit provides information regarding instances where Mr. Burns and members of his family have been fishing and hunting within multiple localities within the application area.
	Further, Dr McKeown’s report finds that:

Butchulla People participated in a wide-ranging co-operative subsistence system geared towards the appropriation of seasonal resources which as Butchulla People, with a right to speak for country, they exploited thoroughly in terms of foraging the length and breadth of the application area. The marine subsistence focus reflected the richness of the intertidal zone and waters surrounding Fraser Island for shellfish and fish. In marked contrast, terrestrial faunal resources of Fraser Island undoubtedly provided the required dietary variety but were too impoverished to have constituted a major economic focus for any sustained annual period, necessitating travels across the Great Sandy Strait to the mainland—at page 35
	Other information regarding the hunting and fishing practices of Butchulla people within the application area can be found at Attachment F, pp. 32 to 34.

I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that this right can be prima facie established.
c) to gather and use natural products on the land; 
o) to gather and use natural products (including food, timber, medicinal plants, stone, ochre and resin) from the area covered by the application, in line with traditional laws and customs.
The previous delegate was satisfied that these rights are prima facie established because they were evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application provides numerous examples of Butchulla people gathering and using natural resources from the application area. Such examples include the collection of various materials for use in art projects depicting Butchulla stories and the use of stone in the construction of stone tools.
The use of ochre is noted in the McKeown report as something used in ceremonies involving the bora ground. Medicinal plants are said to be collected. There are numerous examples of food being taken from the area through hunting, fishing and gathering products such as native honey, nuts and other plant-based materials.
The application also provides information about the use of resin in the construction of canoes made from resources, including wood, found on or in the application area.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that these rights can be prima facie established.

b) to access and move about on the land and waters; 
m) to move about the area covered by the application;
The previous delegate was satisfied that these rights are prima facie established because they were evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application provides examples of Butchulla people accessing and moving about the application area. I rely on my reasons at s. 190B(5)(a) in considering that this native title right or interest is prima facie established. I note that this right, as with all others claimed, is subject to any valid law of the Commonwealth or Queensland, and any right which is conferred as a result of those laws.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that these rights can be prima facie established.

f) to live on the area covered by the application;
g) to establish residence on the area covered by the application area;
h) to erect shelters and other structures on the area covered by the application;
n) to camp on the area covered by the application;
The previous delegate was satisfied that these rights are prima facie established because they were evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application provides numerous instances of Butchulla people living within the application area. In my view, living on or establishing residence within the claim area is analogous and where there is evidence of people living in the claim area, I am satisfied that this also prima facie establishes a right to establish residence on the area.
The application also provides information of Butchulla people constructing shelters on the application area. In his affidavit Mr. Burns deposes that as a young boy he would 'go bush' with other Butchulla children. During this time Mr. Burns would stay in a humpy, or 'lean to' which I understand to have been a shelter which was erected (at [21] and [27]). During these times, I understand that Mr. Burns was camping in the application area.
The construction of structures other than shelters is evidenced by stone fish traps in the Great Sandy Strait.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that these rights can be prima facie established.

d) to hold meetings on the area covered by the application;
e) to conduct burials on the area covered by the application;
l) to use the area covered by the application for ceremonial, cultural, social, customary, religious and traditional purposes;
The previous delegate was satisfied that these rights are prima facie established because they were evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application states that a meeting ground was used at Daynam Place, in the application area, where transactions regarding arranged marriages, dispute resolution and training regularly occurred. Other meetings or engagements between Butchulla people, both between themselves and with their neighbours, occurred regularly at times of great abundance in marine resources.
In his affidavit Mr. Burns attests that while he was growing up, his great uncles would tell him about large gatherings of Butchulla people and other people from 'around the region' from Tweed Heads to New South Wales, gathering at Mt. Bauple for 'the big bunya nut festival' (at [39] and [41]). Mt. Bauple is within the application area.
The application also provides contemporary examples of meetings occurring within the claim area. One example is the authorisation meeting on 9-10 May 2009 attested to by each of the persons comprising the applicant in their affidavits, to which I have referred previously. This meeting occurred at Hervey Bay, which is within the application area.
The application states that a number of burial grounds have been identified at [Site location 3 – deleted], [Site location 4 – deleted] and [Site location 5 – deleted]. While Fraser Island is not within the application area, it is asserted within the application that it is part of Butchulla 'country'. One Butchulla person buried on Fraser Island is detailed within the application.
The application states that while contemporary burials today are circumscribed or restricted by law in terms of where people can be buried, Butchulla people nonetheless continue to assert the right to be buried on their traditional country, with their ancestors.
Information regarding ceremonial activities, including smoking of camp sites and burning of shelters, upon the death of a Butchulla person is also provided in the application.
Information is provided regarding the use of the claim area for traditional purposes include hunting, fishing and the performance of dances and songs.
I am satisfied that this information prima facie establishes the rights and interests to conduct burials, hold meetings and otherwise use the application area for ceremonial, cultural, social, customary, religious and traditional purposes.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that these rights can be prima facie established.

i) to manufacture materials, artefacts, objects and other products from resources in the area covered by the application;
The previous delegate was satisfied that this right is prima facie established because it was evidenced in the material before her. The basis for her conclusion is as follows:
The application provides information about Butchulla people manufacturing hand and water bags from a variety of materials, including kangaroo skin. Other objects which were manufactured include necklaces and baskets.
The use of resources from the application area to manufacture art is evidenced in the application, with both historical and contemporary instances of this occurring.
Other products which were manufactured included canoes, weapons, shelters and tools.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. I am satisfied that these rights can be prima facie established.

j) to dispose of cultural resources taken from, and manufactured items derived from the area covered by the application, by customary trade, exchange, or gift with other Aboriginal people;
k) to engage in production, customary trade and other customary economic activities on the lands as they relate to other Aboriginal people with respect to indigenous cultural resources;
The previous delegate was not satisfied that these claimed rights could be prima facie established. In her reasons she noted:
While, of itself, the term 'cultural resources' may be considered uncertain or not readily understandable an explanation of the intended meaning of 'cultural resources' is provided in the application at Attachment F, p. 25. This explanation provides:
The use of the term "cultural resources" and "indigenous cultural resources" under the rights asserted above [at 2(j) and 2(k)] is interchangeable. Both terms mean the same and refer to Butchulla traditional physical assets such as paintings, artworks, necklaces, baskets, boomerangs, spears and intangible resources such as stories, dancing and folklore.
In my view, this explanation of 'cultural resources' makes the rights and interests claimed at 2(j) and (k) understandable.
However, having regard to the explanation of 'cultural resources', I am not satisfied that 2(j) and are rights and interests in relation to land or waters. As the above extract makes clear, the claimed rights and interests at 2(j) and (k) relate to intangible resources such as stories, dancing and folklore.
In Ward the High Court considered that a claimed right to 'maintain, protect and prevent the misuse of cultural knowledge', as explained by the applicant, was something more than a right or interest in relation to land or waters. In that instance, the Court found that such a right was 'an incorporeal right akin to a new species of intellectual property' -at [59].
While distinct from a right to maintain, protect and prevent the misuse of cultural knowledge, the rights and interests claimed at 2(j) and (k), are, in my view, also beyond rights and interests in relation to land or waters. With consideration to the explanation of' cultural resources' it is clear that the applicant claims a right to:
	engage in production, customary trade and other customary economic activities on the land with respect to intangible resources, such as songs, dances and folklore; and

to dispose of intangible resources such as songs, dances and folklore taken or manufactured from the area covered by the application, by customary trade, exchange or gift with other Aboriginal people.
In my view, these rights and interests are not in relation to land or waters. Rather, they are rights and interests to deal in, and with, matters of intellectual property, notwithstanding the subject of that intellectual property may relate to land and waters. Such dealings extend to the production, trade and exchange of these intangible resources. As Ward makes clear, matters relating to incorporeal rights akin to intellectual property rights, are not rights and interests in relation to land and waters-at [59] and [60].
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I have reached the same conclusion and agree with the basis for her conclusion. The applicable law and the facts in the application remain the same and I am satisfied that these rights cannot be prima facie established.

Conclusion
The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(6).
Subsection 190B(7)
Traditional physical connection
The Registrar must be satisfied that at least one member of the native title claim group:
	currently has or previously had a traditional physical connection with any part of the land or waters covered by the application, or

previously had and would reasonably be expected to currently have a traditional physical connection with any part of the land or waters but for things done (other than the creation of an interest in relation to the land or waters) by:
	the Crown in any capacity, or

a statutory authority of the Crown in any capacity, or
	any holder of a lease over any of the land or waters, or any person acting on behalf of such a holder of a lease.
	Under s 190B(7), I must be satisfied that at least one member of the native title claim group currently has or previously had a traditional physical connection with any part of the land or waters covered by the application. This condition ‘can be seen as requiring some measure of substantive (as distinct from procedural) quality control upon the application’—Gudjala FC at [84].

In Doepel, Mansfield J also considers the nature of the Registrar’s task at s 190B(7):
Section 190B(7) imposes a different task upon the Registrar. It does require the Registrar to be satisfied of a particular fact or particular facts. It therefore requires evidentiary material to be presented to the Registrar. The focus is, however, a confined one. It is not the same focus as that of the Court when it comes to hear and determine the application for determination of native title rights and interests. The focus is upon the relationship of at least one member of the native title claim group with some part of the claim area. It can be seen, as with s 190B(6), as requiring some measure of substantive (as distinct from procedural) quality control upon the application if it is to be accepted for registration—at [18].
	The previous delegate was satisfied the application provides evidence of a traditional physical connection by, at least, one claim group member with at least part of the claim area:

Attachments F and M, the Burns Affidavit and the McKeown report all provide evidence of one or more members of the claim group having, both currently and previously, a traditional physical connection with the claim area. Numerous examples of Butchulla people accessing the claim area for camping and hunting, including fishing, purposes are provided within the application.
There are also examples of people accessing the claim area for the purpose of securing natural resources and ensuring the protection of certain significant sites within the claim area. I have variously outlined these activities within my reasons set out under s.190B(5) and (6) above.
	I adopt the reasons of the previous delegate because I agree with the basis for her conclusion and have therefore reached the same conclusion. The applicable law and the facts in the application remain the same and I am satisfied the requirements have been met that at least one member of the native title claim group currently has or previously had a traditional physical connection.

The application satisfies the condition of s 190B(7).
Subsection 190B(8)
No failure to comply with s 61A
The application and accompanying documents must not disclose, and the Registrar must not otherwise be aware, that because of s61A (which forbids the making of applications where there have been previous native title determinations or exclusive or non-exclusive possession acts), the application should not have been made.
Section 61A provides:
	A native title determination application must not be made in relation to an area for which there is an approved determination of native title.

If:
	a previous exclusive possession act (see s 23B) was done in relation to an area; and

either:
	the act was an act attributable to the Commonwealth; or

the act was attributable to a State or Territory and a law of the State or Territory has made provision as mentioned in s 23E in relation to the act;
a claimant application must not be made that covers any of the area.
	If:

	a previous non-exclusive possession act (see s 23F) was done in relation to an area; and

either:
	the act was an act attributable to the Commonwealth, or

the act was attributable to a State or Territory and a law of the State or Territory has made provision as mentioned in s 23I in relation to the act;
a claimant application must not be made in which any of the native title rights and interests claimed confer possession, occupation, use and enjoyment of any of the area to the exclusion of all others
	However, subsection (2) or (3) does not apply to an application if:

	the only previous exclusive possession act or previous non-exclusive possession act concerned was one whose extinguishment of native title rights and interests would be required by section 47, 47A or 47B to be disregarded were the application to be made; and

the application states that section 47, 47A or 47B, as the case may be, applies to it.
	In the reasons below, I look at each part of s 61A against what is contained in the application and accompanying documents and in any other information before me as to whether the application should not have been made.

Section 61A(1)
Section 61A(1) provides that a native title determination application must not be made in relation to an area for which there is an approved determination of native title. The geospatial report dated 2 October 2014 and a search that I made of the Tribunal’s geospatial databases on the day of my decision reveals that there are no approved determinations of native title over the application area.
Section 61A(2)
Section 61A(2) provides that a claimant application must not be made over areas covered by a previous exclusive possession act, unless the circumstances described in subparagraph (4) apply. Schedule B provides the relevant statements that the application excludes any area where a previous exclusive possession act was done in relation to the area.
Section 61A(3)
Section 61A(3) provides that an application must not claim native title rights and interests that confer possession, occupation, use and enjoyment to the exclusion of all others in an area where a previous non-exclusive possession act was done, unless the circumstances described in s 61A(4) apply. Schedule B provides the relevant statements that exclusive possession is not claimed over any areas which are subject to valid previous non-exclusive possession acts.
Conclusion
In my view the application does not offend the provisions of ss 61A(1), 61A(2) and 61A(3) and therefore the application satisfies the condition of s 190B(8).
Subsection 190B(9)
No extinguishment etc. of claimed native title
The application and accompanying documents must not disclose, and the Registrar/delegate must not otherwise be aware, that:
	a claim is being made to the ownership of minerals, petroleum or gas wholly owned by the Crown in the right of the Commonwealth, a state or territory, or

the native title rights and interests claimed purport to exclude all other rights and interests in relation to offshore waters in the whole or part of any offshore place covered by the application, or
in any case, the native title rights and interests claimed have otherwise been extinguished, except to the extent that the extinguishment is required to be disregarded under ss 47, 47A or 47B.
	I consider each of the subconditions of s 190B(9) in my reasons below.

Section 190B(9)(a)
Schedule Q contains the requisite statement that no claim is made of ownership of minerals, petroleum or gas that are wholly owned by the Crown.
Section 190B(9)(b)
Schedule P provides the statement that the application does not include a claim to exclusive possession of all or part of an offshore place.
Section 190B(9)(c)
There is no information in the application or otherwise to indicate that any native title rights and/or interests in the application area have been extinguished.
Conclusion
In my view the application does not offend the provisions of ss 190B(9)(a), (b) and (c) and therefore the application meets the condition of s 190B(9)


Procedural and other conditions: s 190C
Subsection 190C(2)
Information etc. required by ss 61 and 62
The Registrar/delegate must be satisfied that the application contains all details and other information, and is accompanied by any affidavit or other document, required by sections 61 and 62. 
	The application satisfies the condition of s 190C(2), because it does contain all of the details and other information and documents required by ss 61 and 62, as set out in the reasons below. 

In reaching my decision for the condition in s 190C(2), I understand that this condition is procedural only and simply requires me to be satisfied that the application contains the information and details, and is accompanied by the documents, prescribed by ss 61 and 62. This condition does not require me to undertake any merit or qualitative assessment of the material for the purposes of s 190C(2)—Doepel at [16] and also at [35] to [39]. In other words, does the application contain the prescribed details and other information? 
It is also my view that I need only consider those parts of ss 61 and 62 which impose requirements relating to the application containing certain details and information or being accompanied by any affidavit or other document (as specified in s 190C(2)). I therefore do not consider the requirements of s 61(2), as it imposes no obligations of this nature in relation to the application.  I am also of the view that I do not need to consider the requirements of s 61(5).  The matters in ss 61(5)(a), (b) and (d) relating to the Court’s prescribed form, filing in the Court and payment of fees, in my view, are matters for the Court. They do not, in my view, require any separate consideration by the Registrar. Paragraph 61(5)(c), which requires that the application contain such information as is prescribed, does not need to be considered by me under s 190C(2). I already test these things under s 190C(2) where required by those parts of ss 61 and 62 which actually identify the details/other information that must be in the application and the accompanying prescribed affidavit/documents
Below I consider each of the particular parts of ss 61 and 62, which require the application to contain details/other information or to be accompanied by an affidavit or other documents 
Native title claim group: s 61(1)
Section 61(1) sets out who may make a native title determination application:
A person or persons authorized by all the persons (native title claim group) who, according to their traditional laws and customs, hold the common or group rights and interests comprising the particular native title claimed, provided the person or persons are also included in the native title claim group—at s 61(1).
	Section 190C(2) ‘directs attention to the contents of the application and supporting affidavits’ and ‘seeks to ensure that the application contains ‘all details’ required by s 61’. It is the Registrar’s task ‘to consider whether the application sets out the native title claim group in the terms required by s 61’; this being ‘one of the procedural requirements to be satisfied to secure registration: s 190A(6)(b)—Doepel at [35] and [36]. Particularly:

If the description of the native title claim group were to indicate that not all the persons in the native title claim group were included, or that it was in fact a sub-group of the native title claim group, then the relevant requirement of s 190C(2) would not be met and the Registrar should not accept the claim for registration—Doepel at [36].
	The details relevant to my consideration at this condition are set out in the application at Part A, 1 and 2 and at Schedules A and R. There is nothing on the face of the application that suggests that the application is not brought on behalf of all members of the native title claim group. I am therefore satisfied that the application meets the requirements of s 61(1).

The application contains all details and other information required by s 61(1).
Name and address for service: s 61(3)
Part B of the application states on page 14 the name and address for service of the persons who are the applicant. 
The application contains all details and other information required by s 61(3). 
Native title claim group named/described: s 61(4)
Schedule A provides a description of the persons who comprise the native title claim group.
The application contains all details and other information required by s 61(4)
Affidavits in prescribed form: s 62(1)(a)
Each of the nine persons who comprise the applicant have signed an affidavit swearing or affirming, in full, to all the statements required of this section.
The application is accompanied by the affidavit required by s 62(1)(a).
Details required by s 62(1)(b)
Subsection 62(1)(b) requires that the application contain the details specified in ss 62(2)(a)–(h), as identified in the reasons below.
Information about the boundaries of the area: s 62(2)(a)
Schedule B lists those areas both covered and not covered by the application by reference to a metes and bounds description found at Attachment B and general exclusion statements.
Map of external boundaries of the area: s 62(2)(b)
Schedule C refers to Attachment C being a map showing the external boundaries of the area covered by the application.
Searches: s 62(2)(c)
Schedule D provides the statement that no searches have been carried out by the Applicant.
Description of native title rights and interests: s 62(2)(d)
Schedule E provides a description of the native title rights and interests claimed in relation to the area covered by the application.
Description of factual basis: s 62(2)(e)
Schedule F refers to Attachment F which provides extensive material in support of the factual basis for the claim made in the application. 
Activities: s 62(2)(f)
Schedule G lists the activities the claim group currently carries out in relation to the area covered by the application.
Other applications: s 62(2)(g)
Schedule H provides that the applicant is not aware of any other such applications made in relation to the whole or part of the area covered by the application
Section 24MD(6B)(c) notices: s 62(2)(ga)
Schedule HA provides that the applicant is not aware of such notices made in relation to the whole or part of the area covered by the application
Section 29 notices: s 62(2)(h)
Schedule I provides that the applicant is not aware of such notices made in relation to the whole or part of the area covered by the application
Conclusion
The application contains the details specified in ss 62(2)(a) to (h), and therefore contains all details and other information required by s 62(1)(b).
Subsection 190C(3)
No common claimants in previous overlapping applications
The Registrar/delegate must be satisfied that no person included in the native title claim group for the application (the current application) was a member of the native title claim group for any previous application if:
	the previous application covered the whole or part of the area covered by the current application, and

the previous application was on the Register of Native Title Claims when the current application was made, and
	the entry was made, or not removed, as a result of the previous application being considered for registration under s 190A.
	The requirement that the Registrar be satisfied in the terms set out in s 190C(3) is only triggered if there is a previously registered claim in relation to the current application under consideration, as described in ss 190C(3)(a), (b) and (c)—see Western Australia v Strickland (2000) 99 FCR 33; [2000] FCA 652 (Strickland FC) at [9]. Section 190C(3) relates to ensuring there are no common native title claim group members between the application currently being considered for registration (‘the current application’) and any overlapping ‘previous application’ that is a registered application when the current application was made in the Court. 

The Tribunal’s geospatial report confirms that no native title determination applications fall within the external boundaries of the current application.
As the Butchulla People application is not overlapped by any other applications, there is no requirement that I consider the issue of common claim group membership.
The application satisfies the condition of s 190C(3).
Subsection 190C(4)
Authorisation/certification
Under s 190C(4) the Registrar/delegate must be satisfied that either:
	the application has been certified under Part 11 by each representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander body that could certify the application, or

the applicant is a member of the native title claim group and is authorised to make the application, and deal with matters arising in relation to it, by all the other persons in the native title claim group.

Note: The word authorise is defined in section 251B.

	I must be satisfied that the requirements set out in either ss 190C(4)(a) or (b) are met, in order for the condition of s 190C(4) to be satisfied. 

For the condition of s 190C(4) to be satisfied, I must be satisfied that the requirements set out in either ss 190C(4)(a) or (b) are met. Doepel discusses the differing functions under the two alternative limbs of s 190C(4):
Section 190C(4) indicates clearly the different nature of the conditions imposed upon the Registrar . . . The contrast between the requirements of subs (4)(a) and (4)(b) is dramatic. In the case of subs (4)(a), the Registrar is to be satisfied about the fact of certification by an appropriate representative body. In the case of subs (4)(b), the Registrar is required to be satisfied of the fact of authorisation by all members of the native title claim group—at [78]. 
	Schedule R of the application refers to Attachment R which comprises a certification made by Queensland South Native Title Services (QSNTS). As the application purports to be certified by the representative body for the area, the relevant consideration for me is at s 190C(4)(a).

The nature of the task at s 190C(4)(a)
Section 190C(4)(a) imposes upon the Registrar conditions which, according to Mansfield J, are straightforward—Doepel at [72]. All that the task requires is that I be ‘satisfied about the fact of certification by an appropriate representative body’ which necessarily entails:
·	identifying the relevant native title representative body (or bodies) and being satisfied of its power under Part 11 to issue the certification; and
·	being satisfied that the certification meets the requirements of s 203BE—Doepel at [80] and [81].
	Pursuant to s 203BE(4), a written certification by a representative body must:

·	include a statement to the effect that the representative body is of the opinion that the requirements of paragraphs of s 203BE(2)(a) and (b) have been met; 
·	briefly set out the body’s reasons for being of that opinion; and
·	where applicable, briefly set out what the representative body has done to meet the requirements of s 203BE(3) in relation to any overlapping applications.
	Pursuant to s 203BE(2), a ‘representative body must not certify ... an application for a determination of native title unless it is of the opinion that’:

·	all the persons in the native title claim group have authorised the applicant to make the application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it; and
·	all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the application describes or otherwise identifies all the other persons in the native title claim group.
Identification of the representative body 
The Tribunal’s geospatial report of 2 October 2014 confirms that QSNTS is the only representative body for the whole of the area covered by the application. QSNTS is funded to perform all the functions of a representative body in southern and western Queensland pursuant to s 203FE. It is therefore the only body that could certify the application under s 203BE.
The certificate is dated 15 August 2014 and signed by the Chief Executive Officer of QSNTS. The certificate states that he has been delegated the function given to QSNTS under the Act to certify the application in accordance with s 203BE and s 203FEA.
Does the certificate meet the requirements of 203BE
For the purposes of s 203BE(4)(a), the certification contains statements in relation to the requirements of paragraphs 203BE(2)(a) and (b), that is:
	all the persons in the native title claim group have authorised the applicant to make the application and to deal with the matters arising in relation to it and this authorisation has been undertaken in accordance with a decision making process which has been adopted and agreed to by the native title claim group; and

all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the application describes or otherwise identifies all the persons in the native title claim group.
	For the purposes of s 203BE(4)(b), the certification briefly sets out the reasons for QSNTS being of that opinion, namely:

·	QSNTS maintains a Register of members of the Butchulla People;
·	two  authorisation meetings were held on 9 August 2014 for which extensive public notice was given—through advertising in media publications and radio announcements, direct mail outs to members of the Butchulla People claim group followed by information sessions;
·	the first meeting was attended by members of the claim group as described in the then current application to consider and authorise proposed amendments to the claim group description – ‘having regard to the traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed by the Butchulla People on group recruitment and membership, anthropological and genealogical research and legal advice’;
·	the second meeting proceeded on the basis of outcomes from the first, to authorise an applicant to make the amended application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it;
·	both meetings were sufficiently attended by members of the claim group, minutes and outcomes were recorded; and
·	all necessary steps and processes were followed in accordance with the requirements of the Act and the decision-making processes and instructions of the native title claim group.
	In my view, the statements made in the certificate, as summarised above, briefly set out the reasons for QSNTS being of the opinion that the requirements of s 203BE(2)(a) and (b) have been met.

For the purposes of s 203BE(4)(c), the representative body must also briefly set out how it has met the requirements of s 203BE(3). That subsection provides for a representative body’s obligations to make all reasonable efforts to reach agreements between any overlapping claimant groups and to minimise the number of overlapping applications. In my view, as there are no other applications that cover the area of the Butchulla People Land and Sea Claim #2 application, (confirmed by the geospatial report) there is no requirement for the certificate to address this provision.
I am satisfied that the application has been certified under Part 11 by each representative Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander body that could certify the application, thereby complying with s 190C(4)(a).


[End of reasons]

